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Fourth in our Annual Series

Reception
• 2015: 90,000 unique visitors to website
• 2016: 320,000 unique visitors
• 2017: 495,000 unique visitors—generating nearly 1,000,000  page

views

Referenced by Congress & Presidential Candidates
• Served as basis for Trump Administration’s plan to rebuild  the

military

Consensus among Congressional leaders, analysts,  and 
senior military officials that US military is:

• Too small
• Rapidly aging
• Insufficiently ready … to deal with an increasingly troubling world



• DOD still adapting to the change in U.S. defense strategy 
to focus on long term strategic competition with Russia 
and China while deterring and countering rogue 
regimes and defeating terrorist threats

• Americans have a difficult time reconciling two facts:
1. The U.S. has the strongest military in the world
2. America’s military is neither large nor ready enough to fully 

protect our vital national interests today, and especially 
looking to the future

Introduction

The test of a first-rate intelligence is the ability to hold two opposed 
ideas in mind at the same time and still retain the ability to function

F. Scott Fitzgerald



Balance of Forces







NATO Defense Spending



Disparity Among NATO Allies 















U.S. Military 2018
Funding restrictions and high use of forces  
continued to stress all services
Army assessed as Weak

• Continued to trade modernization for current readiness – yet only 10 of  31 
BCTs “ready, ” only 3 BCTs able to deploy on short notice

Navy remained Marginal
• Readiness declined from “strong” to “marginal”
• Just able to meet current demands; little ability to surge for  

wartime demands
• Significant budget shortfalls in shipbuilding and shipyard maintenance  

make remedy unlikely anytime soon (projected into 2030s)



U.S. Military 2018
Air Force Marginal

• Short nearly 250 fighters, approximately 1000 pilots, and 
over  3000 maintainers

• Numbers eventually impact readiness

Marine Corps hampered by readiness
• Dramatic shortages in usable aircraft and trained

pilots
• Roughly half of units with degraded readiness
• Under-strength relative to taskings

Nuclear suite continues to struggle
• Deficiencies in modernization, testing, talent pool, and 

physical  infrastructure continue to be chief problems
• Competitors all actively modernizing their capabilities
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A steady decline since 1954
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• As a result of the Bipartisan Budget Act, the 2018 defense 
budget was higher than anyone predicted.  2019 levels, 
higher still

• Some impacts already being felt; particularly in Operations 
and Maintenance Accounts
• Army Chief of Staff reports that around 50% of Active Army BCTs 

are considered ready, compared to 33% a year ago
• Will take at least a year for the increases in procurement and RDTE 

accounts to become apparent

• March 23, 2018: President Trump after signing the 2018 
omnibus spending bill “There are some things we should 
have in the bill.  But I say to Congress, I will never sign another 
bill like this again.”

• Sets up likely fight on 2019 appropriations bill

FY2018 & 2019 Defense Budgets 
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DoD Discretionary Spending 
2010-2023



• Starting in September some Washington DC 
conversations will shift to the 2020 budget outlook

• DOD only projecting inflationary increase from 2019 to 
2020, $686B to $701B, ~2%

• Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018 only covers 2018-2019
• Budget Control Act returns for 2020 and 2021 
• New Congress sworn-in January 2019; unlikely 

Congress will have already put a solution in place for 
2020.  Control of House and Senate will loom large  

• A 2020 solution will probably be late, ugly and 
contentious

FY2020 Defense Budget 
Prognostication 



• Success not preordained
• Significant challenges to U.S. national security exist, 

projected to worsen 
• Structural U.S. budget challenges cry out for a 

comprehensive solution; unlikely in this era of 
polarizing politics

• Congress lurches from one band-aid fix to the next
• In the face of competing interests, it is important that 

focus must be maintained on the federal government’s 
primary responsibility: provide for the “common 
defense”

U.S. National Defense
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